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Figure 1. InterNeRF achieves state-of-the-art reconstruction quality on large, multi-room scenes via parameter interpolation. Parameters
are anchored to locations in space and interpolated based on camera position. As a result, InterNeRF achieves high geometric and texture
accuracy at centimeter scale.

Abstract

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs) have unmatched fidelity
on large, real-world scenes. A common approach for scal-
ing NeRFs is to partition the scene into regions, each of
which is assigned its own parameters. When implemented
naively, such an approach is limited by poor test-time scal-
ing and inconsistent appearance and geometry. We instead
propose InterNeRF, a novel architecture for rendering a tar-
get view using a subset of the model’s parameters. Our
approach enables out-of-core training and rendering, in-
creasing total model capacity with only a modest increase
to training time. We demonstrate significant improvements
in multi-room scenes while remaining competitive on stan-
dard benchmarks.

∗Work done as a student researcher at Google.

1. Introduction

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs) are a class of powerful,
high-fidelity representations for 3D reconstruction achiev-
ing unparalleled reconstruction accuracy. Unlike many ap-
proaches, NeRF models are straightforward to train and re-
silient to local minima while delivering impressive quality
across a wide variety of scenes. Nevertheless, reconstruc-
tion quality is inherently limited by model capacity, and
new methods are needed to scale beyond the memory and
compute limitations of present-day hardware.

A natural way to increase capacity is to spatially partition
network parameters based on geometry [9, 11, 15, 19] or
camera [14] location. Geometry-based partitioning divides
the scene into multiple regions, which each have their own
set of parameters. While a fraction of model parameters are
required to render a target ray, the number and choice of pa-



rameters varies depending on ray origin and direction and
occlusions within the scene itself. Camera-based partition-
ing, on the other hand, assigns parameters to possible query
cameras. While rendering is typically simpler and more ef-
ficient, inconsistencies arise when multiple parameter sets
redundantly represent the same scene content.

We introduce InterNeRF, a high-capacity NeRF archi-
tecture tailored to large, multi-room scenes. Key to our ap-
proach is the concept of camera-centric parameter inter-
polation: the efficient interpolation of network parameters
based on camera origin. In particular, we designate a subset
of model parameters as spatially-partitioned, loading and
unloading parameters relevant to the active camera region
during training. At rendering time, the appropriate model
parameters are loaded based on camera origin. Given suffi-
cient training time, our method outperforms a state-of-the-
art baseline by a wide margin on the Zip-NeRF dataset.

2. Preliminaries

NeRF: A NeRF [7] is a neural network that represents a 3D
scene as a continuous mapping from a 3D spatial location
xi to a volumetric density τi and color ci. Novel images of
the scene are rendered by tracing rays through this neural
representation, where each ray r(t) = o + td is rendered
according to the Gaussian quadrature approximation to the
volume rendering equation,

C =
∑
i

Ti(1− exp(−τiδi))ci (1)

Ti = exp

i−1∑
j=1

−τjδj

 where δi = ti+1 − ti. (2)

Ray intervals are partitioned into non-overlapping intervals
{[ti, ti+1]}, and a multilayer perceptron (MLP) is trained to
estimate τi and ci of these intervals from xi (taken to be the
center of each interval) [7]. This process is repeated, where
a proposal network learns to map a uniform sampling of
distances {ti} to a “coarse” set of densities, which are then
resampled to produce new distances that are concentrated
around scene content [3].
Instant-NGP and Zip-NeRF: Instant-NGP [8] introduced
a learned, multi-resolution datastructure for efficiently fea-
turizing spatial coordinates throughout the scene. At coarse
scales in the datastructure, spatial coordinate xi is trilin-
early interpolated into a dense, multi-channel 3D grid to
produce feature vectors (which we refer to as grid features),
and at fine scales xi is trilinearly interpolated into a 3D grid
backed by a hash table to produce a feature vector (which
we call hash features). Instant-NGP works by querying a
spatial coordinate across all scales and concatenating the
interpolated outputs to construct a feature vector. We write
this interpolation and concatenation as: zi = NGP(xi).

A small MLP called the “geometry MLP” then takes these
feature vectors and predicts a scalar density value τi, and a
larger MLP takes both zi and the viewing direction of the
ray d as input to predict radiance ci = MLP(zi,d).

Building on mip-NeRF [2] and Instant-NGP, Zip-NeRF
[4] uses multisampling and reweighting to parameterize the
conical sub-frusta along each ray using NGPs. This strategy
achieves the anti-aliasing and scale-reasoning provided by
mip-NeRF while being significantly faster to optimize and
evaluate. Zip-NeRF still attains the highest quality in novel
view synthesis, outperforming 3D Gaussian Splatting [6] on
photos acquired with rectilinear lenses and additionally able
to accommodate distorted lenses (which 3DGS cannot).

3. InterNeRF

We propose Interpolated NeRF (InterNeRF), a scalable,
out-of-core approach for increasing model capacity with-
out a corresponding increase in memory usage. We adopt
the concept of spatially-partitioned model parameters: each
parameter is broadly categorized as either INTERPOLATED
or SHARED, with INTERPOLATED parameters varying with
camera origin and SHARED remaining unchanged. To ren-
der a particular camera, we interpolate INTERPOLATED pa-
rameters within a local neighborhood and perform a for-
ward pass similar to typical NeRF model.

While interpolated parameters provide the model the
freedom to specialize to relevant camera views, they also
permit origin-dependent geometry, and geometric coher-
ence can suffer when all parameters are interpolated. Thus
the role of the SHARED parameters is to maintain a stable
coarse geometry, and we choose to share proposal network
parameters and all NGP grid features.

Parameter grid: To determine the anchor locations for pa-
rameter sets, we begin by establishing a 2D axis-aligned
bounding box containing all training cameras. The bound-
ing box is partitioned intoNx×Ny non-isotropic grid cells.
We assume that scenes are largely planar and thus omit a
partitioning along the vertical axis. Cameras are then as-
signed to cells based on their origin (see Fig. 2). Note that
only cells with a sufficient number of training cameras are
instantiated; if a camera’s origin lies outside of an instan-
tiated cell, cameras are reassigned to the nearest active cell
instead.

Parameter mixing: Similar to Block-NeRF, we assign
each vertex in the parameter grid its own parameter set for
interpolation. However, Block-NeRF applies nearest neigh-
bor interpolation, which introduces discontinuities at the
boundaries between parameter sets and necessitates post-
processing heuristics like visibility maps and image-space
interpolation to avoid “popping” artifacts. We instead ex-
plore bilinear interpolation, which naturally results in a
continuous field of model parameters.



Figure 2. Our framework. (1) We partition the scene into a parameter grid and assign training cameras to each cell based on its origin.
(2) For a given (training or target) view, we obtain mixing weights as the bilinear interpolation coefficients based on camera origin. (3)
Each query point along the ray is used to index into a multi-resolution set of grid features per parameter set, with either explicit assignment
or a hash table. The mixing weights are applied here to yield a single set of features. (4) Each parameter set also has its own set of MLP
weights, which are combined using the same mixing weights to form a new MLP.

We implement bilinear interpolation layer-by-layer, per-
forming a forward pass of each layer with four param-
eter sets followed by interpolation of their outputs. In
the NGP component, four sets of hash features are re-
trieved and interpolated at each resolution; in the MLP,
each fully connected layer performs four multiply-adds fol-
lowed by interpolation. This approach avoids constructing
per-sample model parameters, which would significantly in-
crease memory usage.

Cell-by-cell training: To decouple memory usage from pa-
rameter count, we optimize four parameter sets at a time
corresponding to a single grid cell. We optimize cells se-
rially in a round robin fashion, loading and unloading par-
titioned model parameters as needed. When optimizing a
cell, we by default use training cameras that lie within the
same cell. Rather than optimizing cells for a fixed number
of iterations, we vary the number of iterations proportion-
ally to the number of cameras assigned to it. We find this
improves quality and reduces floating artifacts.

Ray reassignment: To increase the amount of training sig-
nal each cell receives, we incorporate cameras from other
cells during optimization. In particular, each training batch
is constructed such that a fixed percentage pr of camera rays
are sourced from neighbors at most Kr cells away. The in-
terpolation weights are determined by projecting the camera
origin to the closest point in the cell. We find that this strat-
egy strongly reduces floating geometry immediately outside
of the training camera frustum.

4. Experiments

Datasets: We evaluate our approach on two datasets: four
large multi-room scenes introduced by Zip-NeRF [4] and

Figure 3. Images from BERLIN and NYC in the Zip-NeRF
dataset, rendered by Zip-NeRF and InterNeRF with a 5×4 grid.

the four indoor and five outdoor scenes of the mip-NeRF
360 dataset [3]. All models were trained from scratch using
the original, distorted photos with every 8th image held out
for test. To illustrate the higher fidelity of our approach, we
use images at double their typical resolution: 1752 × 1168
for Zip-NeRF and 2456 × 1632 or 3120 × 2080 for mip-
NeRF 360. All camera parameters have been estimated with
COLMAP at full resolution [12]. We note that this dataset



PSNR SSIM LPIPS Wall Time
Method / Steps 50K 100K 200K 400K 50K 100K 200K 400K 50K 100K 200K 400K @ 400K

Zip-NeRF 25.71 25.82 25.84 25.83 0.796 0.799 0.800 0.799 0.373 0.368 0.365 0.366 6.8h
Ours (3×2) 25.83 25.98 26.07 26.14 0.801 0.803 0.805 0.805 0.372 0.367 0.363 0.362 17.5h
Ours (4×3) 25.95 26.24 26.35 26.31 0.809 0.815 0.818 0.818 0.358 0.346 0.341 0.339 19.9h
Ours (5×4) 25.61 26.28 26.42 26.65 0.806 0.818 0.823 0.826 0.358 0.341 0.331 0.326 23.4h

Table 1. Quantitative evaluation on the Zip-NeRF dataset. Quality increases monotonically with scene grid resolution and training steps for
our method while Zip-NeRF saturates. To maintain comparable memory usage, we provide Zip-NeRF with 4× more hash grid parameters
than our interpolated models.

PSNR SSIM LPIPS Wall Time
Method / Steps 25K 50K 100K 200K 25K 50K 100K 200K 25K 50K 100K 200K @ 200K

Zip-NeRF 28.15 28.28 28.34 28.34 0.808 0.813 0.816 0.816 0.313 0.305 0.299 0.296 2.7h
Ours (2×2) 28.23 28.35 28.42 28.42 0.801 0.808 0.812 0.815 0.327 0.315 0.308 0.304 5.2h
Ours (3×3) 28.08 28.33 28.43 28.49 0.795 0.807 0.814 0.817 0.340 0.322 0.312 0.306 7.1h
Ours (4×4) 27.86 28.21 28.38 28.46 0.779 0.797 0.809 0.814 0.363 0.338 0.322 0.312 10.7h

Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on four scenes from the mip-NeRF 360 dataset: BICYCLE, GARDEN, COUNTER, and BONSAI. PSNR and
SSIM are competitive with Zip-NeRF as the number of training steps increases. Here we again provide Zip-NeRF with 4× more hash grid
parameters than our interpolated models.

PSNR SSIM LPIPS Wall Time
Zip-NeRF 27.55 0.794 0.292 2.73 Hr
Ours (2x2) 27.66 0.795 0.299 5.21 Hr
Ours (3x3) 27.69 0.796 0.300 7.12 Hr
Ours (4x4) 27.64 0.793 0.307 10.68 Hr

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation on the full mip-NeRF 360 dataset.
Models are trained for 200K steps.

is not amenable rasterization methods such as 3D Gaussian
Splatting, which assume a pinhole camera model.

Baseline: We compare our method to Zip-NeRF, a state-
of-the-art NeRF method for reconstruction of large indoor
spaces. Our implementation uses three networks: two for
proposing ray intervals and one for color and density pre-
diction. All three networks consist of a multiresolution hash
grid with up to 221 entries followed by a per-interval geom-
etry MLP with 1 layer and 64 units. The last network addi-
tionally employs an appearance MLP with 4 layers and 256
units for predicting view-dependent color.

Training Details: Outside of the parameter partitioning
scheme proposed in this work, our model architecture
matches that of the Zip-NeRF baseline. In experiments on
the Zip-NeRF dataset, we partition all parameters in the sec-
ond proposal network and final density and appearance net-
work and set pr = 0.3, Kr = 1. In experiments on the
mip-NeRF 360 dataset, only the final network’s parameters
are partitioned and we set pr = 0.8, Kr = 4.

To maintain a similar memory footprint with the base-
line, we reduce the number of multiresolution hash grid en-
tries per partitioned variable by 4×. This ensures that our
method uses roughly as much device memory as the base-
line, even if the total number of parameters is larger.

Comparison to Baseline: On the Zip-NeRF dataset, our
method achieves significantly higher quality than the Zip-
NeRF baseline at 400,000 steps; see Tab. 1. Qualitatively,
this translates to higher geometric and texture detail; see
Fig. 3. We further observe a clear, positive relationship be-
tween model quality, training time, and number of cells.
In contrast, baseline quality does not improve with train-
ing time. This strongly suggests model capacity, rather than
optimization time, to be Zip-NeRF’s limiting factor.

We perform a similar study on a subset of the mip-NeRF
360 dataset, where a similar relationship is lacking; see Ta-
bles 2 and 3. While our method modestly outperforms the
baseline at 200,000 steps in terms of PSNR and SSIM, a
negative relationship between LPIPS and number of cells
is evident, as each parameter set receives fewer training
iterations as the number of parameter sets grows under a
fixed total training budget. This study further suggests that
Zip-NeRF’s model capacity is sufficient for medium-sized
scenes.

Runtime Analysis: Although our method achieves higher
reconstruction quality, the current implementation trains
more slowly than its Zip-NeRF counterpart. The reason for
this is twofold: first, our method applies each partitioned
layer four times to the baseline’s one; second, partitioned
parameters are swapped in and out of device memory during
training. Based on back-of-the-envelope calculations, we
believe the time required for the latter to be largely avoid-
able with appropriate optimizations. We further believe the
number of training steps can be significantly reduced by tak-
ing advantage of model parallelism, assigning each cell to
a different device. We leave the design and implementation
of both of these directions to future work.



5. Conclusion
In this work, we have introduced InterNeRF, a scalable, out-
of-core NeRF model architecture for reconstructing large,
multi-room scenes. We demonstrated that parameter inter-
polation is an effective approach for increasing model ca-
pacity without a corresponding increase to memory or com-
pute requirements. While our method demonstrates impres-
sive quality, additional work is needed to reduce training
time, compare our approach to other submodel-based ap-
proaches, test other interpolation schemes, and validate our
method on even larger (e.g. city-scale) scenes.
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Network Levels Buckets Features Interp. Resol.

B
as

e. Prop1 6 221 1 No 512
Prop2 8 221 1 No 2048
Final 10 221 4 No 8192

O
ur

s Prop1 6 221 1 No 512
Prop2 8 221 1 No 2048
Final 10 219 4 Yes 8192

Table 4. Multiresolution hash grid sizes on the mip-NeRF 360
dataset.

6. Training Details

Training: We implement our method and the Zip-NeRF
baseline by building on the camp zipnerf codebase.
Models are trained using sixteen A100s for up to 24 hours.
We optimize all models with a batch size of 216 rays us-
ing the Adam optimizer. Unless otherwise stated, hyperpa-
rameters match those described in the Zip-NeRF paper [4].
We employ an exponentially decaying learning rate sched-
ule with an initial learning rate of 1e-2 and a final learning
rate of 1e-3 or 1e-4 on the Zip-NeRF and mip-NeRF 360
datasets, respectively. We further introduce a linear learn-
ing rate warm-up schedule of 2,500 steps starting with an
initial learning rate of 1e-8. We apply L2 regularization to
all hash grid parameters with a weight of 0.001 for proposal
networks and 0.1 for density and appearance networks on
the Zip-NeRF dataset and 0.1 for all networks on the mip-
NeRF 360 dataset. We further force volumetric rendering
weights along each camera ray to sum to unity.

Model Architecture: All models, including the Zip-NeRF
baseline and InterNeRF, are composed of three networks:
two proposal networks and one appearance and density net-
work. Each network, in turn, is composed of up to three
components: a multiresolution hash grid, a Geometry MLP,
and potentially an Appearance MLP. All three networks
contain the first two components; only the last contains an
Appearance MLP. The shape of these MLPs is identical for
all methods as described in the main text.

The majority of each method’s parameters lie in their
multiresolution hash grid. We describe the number of hash
resolution levels, number of entries per level, number of fea-
tures per entry, and spatial resolution of these multiresolu-
tion grids in Tables 4 and 5. We further indicate which mul-
tiresolution grids are spatially-partitioned and interpolated
for our method.

Cell Swapping: We train our method by swapping INTER-
POLATED model parameters in and out of device memory
as needed. As described in Sec. 3, scene grid cells are op-

Network Levels Buckets Features Interp. Resol.

B
as

e. Prop1 6 221 1 No 512
Prop2 8 221 1 No 2048
Final 10 221 4 No 8192

O
ur

s Prop1 7 221 1 No 1024
Prop2 9 219 1 Yes 4096
Final 11 219 4 Yes 16384

Table 5. Multiresolution hash grid sizes on the Zip-NeRF dataset.

timized one at a time. We optimize each cell k for 2 × Nk

iterations, whereNk is the number of training cameras allo-
cated to this cell. When a new grid cell is chosen, SHARED
parameters are left in memory while the appropriate INTER-
POLATED are swapped in. To order cells, we assign each
cell a linearized integer identifier based on its position in the
2D scene grid and loop over cells according to this identi-
fier. When loading a new cell for training, INTERPOLATED
variables along with associated Adam statistics are loaded
into memory.

Dataset: Unlike the majority of prior work, we use high-
resolution versions of the mip-NeRF 360 and Zip-NeRF
datasets with the original lens distortion. This enables a
deeper exploration of model capacity – a key goal of this
work – but prevents metrics from being directly compara-
ble to prior publications. The use of distorted photos further
limits our ability to compare to rasterization-based methods
such as 3D Gaussian Splatting [6]. Concretely, we use pho-
tos at double the resolution used in prior work. For the
mip-NeRF 360 dataset, this means full-resolution photos
for indoor scenes and 2× downsampled photos for outdoor
scenes. For the Zip-NeRF dataset, we use 2× downsampled
photos for all scenes except for BERLIN, where we use 4×
downsampling.

7. Related Work

Large-Scale 3D Reconstruction: There is a large body of
work tackling large scene reconstruction. This includes a
number of classic works that apply structure from motion to
extremely large photo collections [1, 12]. Ever since neu-
ral radiance fields [7] emerged as the dominant paradigm
for novel view synthesis, a number of works have sought to
also scale NeRF to large scenes. BungeeNeRF [20] com-
bines satellite and ground level images in a single NeRF by
appending residual blocks to represent progressively finer
scales. Each block has its own output head that predicts
residual color and density, but earlier blocks are only trained
on coarser scale (aerial) images. Similar ideas for rendering

https://github.com/jonbarron/camp_zipnerf


at high resolution in a progressive manner are explored in
variable bitrate neural fields and PyNeRF [13, 17].

Grid-Guided NeRFs [22] initially trains instant-NGP
with a small MLP and then later incorporates a large view-
dependent MLP, an approach that helps the model perform
better on large urban scenes. F2-NeRF [18] proposes adap-
tive space warping by finding local perspective warps that
shrink regions far from any camera (a generalization of the
NDC transform to multiple cameras), which helps to allo-
cate model capacity more efficiently in scenes with long
camera trajectories. VR-NeRF [21] uses a customized cam-
era rig to capture high resolution HDR footage that can be
used to train a large-scale NeRF.

Submodel NeRFs: Several works train independent NeRF
submodels that are each responsible for representing a sub-
set of the scene, and aggregate their predictions at inference
time. Some works were motivated by efficiency or compo-
sition [10, 11]. In Block-NeRF [14], street view data is rep-
resented by submodels centered at street intersections, each
trained on cameras within a fixed radius. Target views are
rendered by compositing whichever submodels have visi-
bility of the region, as estimated by an auxiliary visibility
network. Mega-NeRF [15] partitions a scene using an oc-
tree, and trains each cell only on rays that pass through it.
Scalable Urban Dynamic Scenes [16] builds on this work
by using LIDAR data to prune rays that do not terminate
within the cell. ScaNeRF [19] uses a similar tile-based
submodel partition, and additionally performs bundle ad-
justment within a distributed parallel training framework.
Streamable MERF [5] distills a large NeRF into several sub-
models that use a memory-efficient triplane representation.
The work also features a deferred MLP whose parameters
are interpolated based on the distance of the camera origin
from the submodel centers, similar to the way parameters
are interpolated in our work.

8. Additional Results

Figure 4. Renders of the GARDEN scene in the mip-NeRF 360
dataset using Zip-NeRF and InterNeRF with a 3×3 parameter
grid.

Overall, we find a strong positive correlation between
model capacity and texture detail on multi-room scenes as
demonstrated in Fig. 5. Our method consistently provides
crisp detail on textured surfaces including painting, carpets,
and curtains. The same cannot reliably be said, however, for
the mip-NeRF 360 dataset. In the majority of scenes, our
method is indistinguishable from the Zip-NeRF baseline as
in Fig. 4.



Figure 5. Additional qualitative results on the Zip-NeRF dataset. Our method consistently reconstructs centimeter-level texture detail in
large, multi-room scenes.
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